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forward 

How strange it seems that one year from now 
this pursuit that has lasted longer than any 
other [)eriod of my life will be completf I 
eagerly await the first time that I will return to 
ttie architecture building at texas tecti ?is a 
fonner student. Over the last tv/o or so years, 
the unfamiliarity of most faces and the 
inquisitive looks of others ttiat ask "You re still 
here?" make me feel as though 1 should 
already be gone, but I am not, and for the time 
being I am content with that. 

Being on the verge of realizing a dream is an 
exhilarating experience but also a formidable 
one. "Can I do this? I know that I can do 
this, but can I really do this?" 

Over the past four years I have often mused 
about what I would devote one academic year 
of my life to pursrre. Mind you, architectural 
education has at times been far more tortuous 
than rewarding for me, so this pursuit would 
have to provide me the interest to persevere. 

These last two years of my education have by 
far been the most rewarding and culminating 
with design nine in ttie fall of 1995, I actually 
have a desire to niak.e this my choice of 
profession, not just an academic pursuit. 

designers and architects .'.he truly onjoy Iheir 
livelihood. Although their designs may never 
grqoe the covers of archit'^ iural periodica's 
(maybe Ihev will'?), there is a rrrtnm i-'.'>i of 
pride ami integrity that ooires t'lrougti in r'.ciy 
project whether it is a rest stop, or a pcxM 
house. On the I'lp sic'e. I still think that one of 
my favorite and ipost t'ring experienc -̂̂  was 
helping to pour H founda'ion in the mountain air 
of Pendpries, TĴ w Mexico. That \\ris p('>hah:v 
the biggest footing I .'.ill ever see' I learned so 
much that summer I worked for a designer 
/builder and there I re.illy began t'̂  imagine 
thai I could -' tually build obierts that I 
conroivofl You d'Hi t have tc leave all the tun 
stuff to the contractor. 

The third experience, shaped by nnd buil̂  on 
the other two inflrienced me the iii'-.t l_;vu 
summer I leamnd that being a minister of thp' 
CM ŝpel of Jesus Christ does not mean the 
same things for all of His disc:iples To he 
(•(irninitttf) to ttim and His mesS'igo is simply 
doing what He has cji'ted me to do, do it '. • i 
and t'̂ ll people ai-out Him vhfn Ihe opportiimty 
arises, and they do arise. All ttie tiiuf hko 
right now. 

Soli Gloria Deo 

Three occurrences that have influenced my 
attitude come to mind First v;ould be my 
interaction and working with practicing 
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"space" and ""light"" as if she had been there 
with tne in all of my design studios. Ttiis is one 
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committed io me even when she doesn't 
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introduction 

At different times along the way, i have thought 
about building my thesis, but i never gave it 
any real consideration until about two weeks 
before the first draft of this program was due. 
U[) to that point, the only person i knew that 
had actually done what i was dreaming of was 
philip Johnson when he built the glass house, 
his college thesis I have never considered 
myself a part of any category that he may fall 
into. 

At the "lighthouse" we have been planning for 
two years to convert an abandoned shop into a 
chapel and recently interest have been stirred 
again about doing the work this summer. 
Then i received the april issue of architectural 
record and it contained an article on samuel 
mockbee's rural studio. I had heard of 
mockbee before and absolutely loved 
everything he designed. One of his students 
had the vision to propose a thesis in which he 
designed and built his thesis, a small 
community chapel. Everything clicked. 

Building anything, never mind an actual 
building, seems so much like a dream that i 
can't believe it is going to happen. Four 
months from now i will complete this document 
with photographs and drawings of my first 
building Maybe ill be included in a category 
with Phillip Johnson afterall. 
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abstract 

thesis statement 

It is possible to create sacred space through 
the application of vernacular architecture and 
light by treating adaptive reuse as an allegory 
to the biblical concept of regeneration. 

facility type 

project scope 

A design for the chapel will begin the inoj'^ct 
which will culminate in its construction 
Atypical for the requirements of the degree 
program, this project will also reqine tho 
management of people, resources, time and 
money. 

A worship and retreat chapel for Indiana 
estates, an outlying subdivision of lubbock, 
texas, will be the vehicle of this investigation 
The facility will foster multiple forms of worship 
for individuals/small groups of people and 
serve as a retreat for residents of the 
neightx)rhood/lubbock. 

context 

Four miles south of the lubbock city limits on 
Indiana avenue, Indiana estates is a growing 
development of modest homes situated on 
one, h '̂0, and three acre lots. Surrounded by 
west texas cotton fields, it is a destination in 
itself, being an island of residences. 
Reminiscent of the spaces of the south plains 
region, structures are far apart and spatial 
density is minimum. In addition to the main 
house, most parcels contain at least one or two 
smaller buildings which service the property in 
the form of garages, sheds, greenhouses, 
barns , shops, etceteras. 
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definitions 

a-dapt ' V Mo make suitable, to fit, or suit, to 
adjust 
•implies modification to mnet new 
conditions, sometimes connoting pliability 
or readiness 

synonyms and their implications'. 

aC'COm'mo-date • a yielding or giving into ttie 
cJemands or requirements of ttie other 

con-form" • a bringing into accordance with a 
pattern, example, or principle 

l ec OrhCile • Itio Uemorislration to ones own or 
another's satisfaction, of the consistency 
or congruity of things that are, or seem to 
be, incompatible 

re - . • back, psp back to an original or termer slate or 
position, backwards 

use >/ 'Io make use of, esp. habitually, or 
custoinanly 
•to convert to one's sprvlco to nv.Til 
'iieseKof 

•application 
•••ontinued or repeated exercise of 
enipkryment 
•ti'iK tHjn 

s^yrKMiyiits and then implications 
use •s...''jg.istr, availing oneself of a thing as a 

moons or ifistmmeni of one's end 
errvptoy' 'tlte use ol a person or thing that is idle. 

Inactive, diseng.iged, or the like 
i: l-'Uio •lti«> rtpscovery o( a profilalile use or of 

efnpic vmoiit for a D'acliral purpose 

ar ie-go"ry n •description of one thing under the 
image of another 
•the veiled presentation, in a figurative 
story, of a meaning melaphorically 
implied, but not expressly stated, allegory 
is prolonged metaphor, in which typically a 
series of actions are symbolic of other 
actions 
•an instance of such presentation; hence. 
an emblem 

re-gen'er-a ' t ion n. -the new birth, the inner 
recreating of fallen human nature by the 
gracious working of the Holy Spirit. It 
changes human disposition from 
godlessness. lawlessness, rebelfcn, self 
seeking, and unbelief to a desire to love 

and serve God 

V. 'thcol to cause to be retxjrn spiritually 
•to reform completely 
•to generate anew, reproduce, re-create. 
revive 
•to reestablish on a better basis 
•to restore a material to its original 
strength or properties 
•mach to make use, by means of a 
special device, lieal or the like, that woukj 
otherwise be lost 

sa ' c red ad| dedicated, set apart in honor, or as 
dear to, one, as God, hence, devoted 
exclusively to a certain person or end. 
•Holy, hallowed by association with the 
divine or tfie consecrated, hence, entitled 
to reverence and respect 

\ ^ 



Ver-na'CU'lar adj. 'belonging to or developed in a 
particular place, region, or country; native; 
indigenous; esp.spoken or used by the 
people of a particular place 
•characteristic of a locality 

n. 'the vernacular language; one's mother 
tongue; often the common mode of 
expression in a particular location, or, by 
extension, in a particular trade, etc 

light n. •the essential condition of vision, the 
opposite of darkness 
•the sun's light; daylight 
•the power of perception by vision; 
eyesight 
•mental or spiritual illumination or 
enlightenment or its source 
•vi=;ible state or condition; hence, state of 
exposure to public observation 

ar'chi'tec'ture n •the pursuit of this study 
•to be defined 
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theory 
Upon reading the Author's Note on the last 
page of Michael J. Crosbie's "The Jersey Devil: 
Design / Build Book", the author came across a 
term he had never seen or heard until that 
point: adaptive use. ^ Commenting on a 
growing trend in architectural practice, the 
editor of Architectural Record states, "This kind 
of work is becoming a staple in architect's 
offices." ^ He was referring to the increase in 
renovations and adaptive reuse. This 
particularity of wording may seem trivial, yet it 
began a process of thought that leads to some 
interesting observations. 

The term adaptive reuse is in fact redundant. 
When adapting something, the change of 
specific use is inherent in the adaptation: the 
modification. The prefix re- (see definitions^ 
refers to a backward glance, a return to a 
previous condition or a former state. Most 
adaptive reuse projects involve the conversion 
of existing spaces that have outlived their 
previous function and have been altered to 
allow a new use. It is possible that a structure 
might be adjusted for a new function, and at a 
later time restored to its original function, either 
as a historical renovation or simply reclaiming 
the space for its original intention. However, 
this is not the common usage of the phrase. 
Charles K. Hoyt defines adaptive reuse as "the 
replacement of obsolete uses by viable new 
ones." ^ This definition seems to work better 
with Crosbie's term. 

If this is the case, then why would one ctx)ose 
the term adaptive reuse rather than simply, 
adaptive use? This distinction is again 
centered around the prefix re-. As defined, re-
points to an original purpose and a return to it 
as in the architectural example rife re 
mentioned. A similar concept is found in the 
word regeneration. 

One possible definition of regeneration speaks 
of restoring an entity to its original strength or 
properties. Another defines it as 
re-establishment at an improved level Still 
another describes regeneration as 
manipulating a special instrument or process to 
make use of energy that would ottrerwise be 
lost. These definitions refer to physical 
properties of temporal materials, yet there is a 
spiritual parallel, and in truth, this is probably 
where the other applications of the word drew 
their meaning. 

In the biblical sense, spiritual regeneration is a 
concept which underlies all other concepts of 
Christianity. It is undeniably interwoven with 
man's original state with God; fellowship. The 
depravity of man caused by sin, rebellion 
against God, resulted in the loss of this 
communion and the continual efforts to regain 
it. Isaiah 53:6 states that ""We all, like sheep, 
have gone astray, each of us has turned to Ins 
own way; and the LORD has laid on him the 
iniquity (sin) of us al l ." ' Throughout the Old 
Testament, the Jewish nation was promised a 
Redeemer, the one who would re:-.tore them to 
their relationship with God. This ()erson is the 
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him O'f I^Hiah. He would reconcile them to 
GcKJ through himself Christians recognize this 
[•(•rson to l'^' Jesus Christ, the Anointed One.^ 
Through tiis atoning SHC rifice on the cross the 
debt for sm has been paid. Through faith in 
him. one can be reconciled to God and 
feHowship rr gained. Romans 10:9-11 states 
111 It if you confess with your mouth, "Jesus is 

Lord." and txjiiovfr in your heart that God 
iHised tiini from the dead, you will be saved 
For it IS with your heart that you believe and 
are )iiNtifi(<J arid it is with your mouth that you 
confess an;) nre saved. As the Scripture says, 
' Any }:)e v;tio trusts in him will never be put to 
shame."" ® This a(,t of fellowship is 
experienced ttirougti worship in which a 
beli('v(>r offers himself, his actions, his 
tMoi,()hts his behaviors, all that he is as an 
expression of tiis i)r;ftitude to Ood for providing 
a '.vay [y.r..'K to Him 

All Ih. i i < (til 

And .nil " i i' i will (•o 
I place in y.^ur hands 
I f c ^ t l ! > ( ' I f lt>(>t 

All ( ( my life 
li- let ! ' 1 I will be 
Fo you -m.irc.ui I becker' 

Woiship IS a way of life. It involves every 
' I ' 1( .wor to live in .t manner th<it is ploasuig to 
CkKl these tfloits could never gain God's 
• n piovyf but by t.nth m Christ one can be 
.xjnsidered Holy. This is whne the often 
misun i.-rstood concept of grace becomes 
'M'lx-ilanf tJ.we's toxical i^Me simply defines 
gr (••' as "unmcntod tavor." Separation from 

God is not remedied by man's efforts to please 
God. Man in his own efforts is incapable of 
pleasing God. This is precisely why we 
needed a saviour. Accepting Jesus Christ as 
Saviour is similar to accepting a gift that is not 
desen^/ed. The offer is there, but the question 
remains "Will you accept it?" A Christian 
strives to glorify God, not as a means to 
appease Ftim, but to express their thankfulness 
and love for restoring their fellowship with Him. 

Efforts by people to present themselves to 
God on their own merits are numerous. Law 
two of Campus Crusade for Christ's Four 
Spiritual Laws states that "man is sinful and 
separated from God Thus he cannot know 
and experience God's love and plan for fiis 
l i fe." ' Because of this separation from God 
"man is continually trying to reach God and the 
abundant life through his own efforts, such as 
a good life, philosophy or religion." " It is 
taught and believed that good people can earn 
favor with God simply by being nice and doing 
nice things. Jesus' stunning indictment of 
religious leaders of his day revealed their 
hypocrisy. "Woe to you, teachers of the law 
and Phansees, you hypocrites! You are like 
whitewashed tombs, which look beautiful on 
the outside but on the inside are full of dead 
men's bones and everything unclean. In the 
same way. on the outside you appear to 
people as righteous but on the inside you are 
full ot hypocrisy and wickedness." (Matthew 
23:27-28) " Outwardly thry did the nice things, 
said the nice things, looked nice, but inwardly 
they were dead, corrupted Appearances 



mean very little to God. Worship is a matter of 
the heart or the inner man. 

So what is the application to architecture and 
the process of building. They will both be 
employed in the physical to describe the 
biblical concept which lies in the spiritual, thus 
an allegory, (see definitions) 

An abandoned and incomplete garage will 
serve the purpose of adaptation. Although the 
garage appears to have never been used for 
its original purpose , it will be used to create a 
new place of worship, a chapel. It is most 
certain that the builder of the little structure 
never intended it to be a sacred space, but the 
owners of the property and others have always 
envisioned the potential for such an 
occurrence. 

One can easily see the reference to man's 
spiritual condition. He is quite unaware of his 
potential and ability to have fellowship with 
God until spiritual illumination occurs. His 
original state has not changed. He just never 
saw himself as who he already was, a 
worshiper. Born into an existence of obscurity, 
one would not notice the absence of light, but 
the intensity of a single ray of truth piercing the 
darkness would alter his life forever. His 
understanding of everything he knew is altered. 
Objects are now perceived clearly in amazing 
clarity and brilliant spectrums. He can see! 
The celebration of light, both artificial and 
natural, will illustrate the origin of regeneration, 
spiritual illumination. 

The creation of the chapel and the surrounding 
landscape will describe the workings of the 
Holy Spirit in the hearts of man Inwardly, 
worship occurs. Outward expressions of an 
internal condition are inevitable, but merely 
applying facades as nice faces is 
unacceptable 

Men must not try to replicate another's form of 
worship, but rather seek to worship God v.ith 
the vocabulary of their "mother tongue," (see 
definitions) that of their personality and their 
own heart. Local construction will be 
reinterpreted by borrowing forms, materials, 
treatments and scales of buildings that are 
characteristic of the area This process will be 
used in conjunction with adaptive reuse to 
create sacred space. It will be shown that 
worship is possible beyond the confines of 
traditional places of worship. 

Still another process to illustrate the 
benevolence of God on our behalf will be the 
reclamation and recycling of materials for the 
majority of construction. These materials are 
otherwise of no use and are lost, analogous to 
man's condition before God intervened. 

Adaptive reuse is considered a recent trend. 
However, as we have seen, there is a 
precedent. 
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issues 
•adaptive reuse 
•reclamation of materials 
•reinterpretations of regional, 
vernacular architecture 
•symbolic nature of light 
•sacred space 

potential design responses 

•adaptation of an existing one car 
garage to facilitate the description 
of the process of regeneration 

The presence of sin and rebellion in our lives denies us the 
privilege to be places of worship. Through the process of 
spiritual regeneration offered to us by God through the 
person of Jesus Christ, he can make us his temple: his 
place of inhabitation. The one car garage will be 
regenerated from a space of non-use to a space appropriate 
for worship. 

•new spaces and forms will express 
their use through application 
and reinterpretation of the vernacular 
architecture of west texas 
•the chapel will relate to the built 
environment by use of similar forms, 
materials, and scale of existing farm 
buildings typical of the region and back 

buildings on neighboring sites 

Culture, heriinqc, and upbringing are a critical component of 
who a person is Worship is universal, however an 

appropriate form of worship is not Following ('.i"S offere<1 
by regional vemacular buildings, an appropriate exprr";sio'i 
for a pl^ce of worship for UMS region will be designed 

•new spaces and forms will be 
constructed from salvaged material 
of existing, abandoned, or 
deteriorating structures 

An illustration of Gods benevolence, items that wi^o no 
longer of value or use will be combined to form a nf̂ w sp)ace 
of worship This is precî ioly .'.hat the txxjy ot (tuisi 'he 
church, is 

•natural and artificial lighting 
schemes will be used to articulate 
architectural expressions 
•explore multiple lighting schemes to 
allow spaces to have a variety of 
moods appropriate for worship 

As previously discussed, illuminaiion must occur for an 
individual to understand his need for a Saviour Once a 
believer, illumination is a continuing occurrence for th(̂  
progressive work of regeneration to icnru completion Ttiis 
process is also known as sanctification, tlip process cl 
becoming holy Architectural use of ligliting will be used to 
accentuate the forms and spaces and their meanings 

•creation of a location conducive to 
worship and retreat by applying 
previous potential design responses 

The primary function of the chapel is to facilitate worship and 
retreat It is a s a sanctuary to escape from everyday trials 
and hardships Here one will be able to spend scJii iry time 
with God in quiet ?iid intimate fellowship By implementing 
potential desiqn responses discussed at>ove, this primary 
response vill be accomplished 
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case study nurnber 1 

donald |udd 
ihe chinati foundation 
marfa, texas 

Instead of demolishing existing structures or 
altowing the compound to deteriorate info 
obscurity, donald judd chose an old abandoned 
military post outside of marfa, texas as a place 
to display his art and personal collection. 

Once tlie headquarters for a division of the 
u s . calvary, the facility was also used as an 
artillerage and encamipment for german 
prisoners of v-̂ ar during world war I and II 
f^hrases v.ritten in getman can still be seen on 
ttie v.alls. 

No longer suited for the uses, judd adapted the 
buildings for the purpose of displaying 
installation ait, a movement of contemporary 
art that requires large blank spaces for the 
display of work Sometimes the adaptation of 
the barracks was simply the removal of all 
windows and frames and repairing the roofs. 
New windows and drywall finishes are the most 
e.xtreme cases of renovation Overall, the 
changes to the existing spaces were ininimal, 
yet powerful The rhythm of the structure of 
•he buildir>gs was the most striking feature 
Scored concrete floors were pedectly aligned 
with all openings, overhead exposed structuie, 
column lines etc This existing construction 
was not judd's work but his choices of 

windows, treatment of surfaces, positioning of 
his art, accentuated the rhythm of the existing 
fabric, especially in his piece "100 mill 
aluminum boxes'". 

All spaces, with the exception of one under 
renovation to house neon pieces, where lit 
natuially with no artificial lighting The effect is 
powerful. Sheer volume and the softness of 
evenly reflected light induces feelings of 
reverence and solemnity. 

As a student of architecture, i understand what 
judd did with the buildings much easier than 
the art What impressed me the most is how 
much he did with so little I suppose this was 
ultimately the goal of his brand of minimalism. 

influencing factors and application 

•ihythni of structure 
•delineation of structure versus inhll 
•siinplicity of spaces 
•power of naturally lit spaces 
•acoustical quality of spaces 

•use rhythm of structure to build anticipation 
•clearly express structure separate from other 
elements of the design 
•maintain a purity of spaces and existing 
character of the space 
•try to build from existing space as an 
inspiration rather than ignore it 
•maximize natural lighting as primary source of 
illumination 
TTUJltiple lighting schemes for different activities 
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case study number 2 

b(X)tti/hansen and associates 
grace place episcopal church 
Chicago, Illinois 

I • 'cated on south dearborn street in printers 
row, grace place episcopal church is part of 
center city revival involving private 
developments. In 1986, booth /hansen and 
associates adapted a former print workstiop 
info an ecclesiastical space. 

Although experienced in this type of project, 
the architects were at first skeptical: how 
could former workstiop spaces adapted to an 
ecclesiastical space, either symbolically or 
fiom the px3int of view of the layout?"" '' 

' heir response to ttiese questions led to the 
placement of Ihe chiirch on the upper two 
floors to take advantage of higher ceilings and 
use of the ground fk)or as a reception hall and 
exhibition area To contrast the rigidity of the 
existing grid, the architects inserted a smooth 
vvhite ellipse whicti defines the sanctuary 
t,)ther spaces of the design build off of the 
grids ortlxxjonal precedence. 

A strong point of their design is the use of an 
apparent obstacle as a focal point One 
singular column stands centrally located on the 
lectern platform. It is feasible, though very 
expensive in this case, to remove the column 
and transfer rts load to other columns Rather 

than eliminate the problem, the designers 
turned it into a focal point. By building the 
platform around the column, the existing 
construction is perfectly contrasted to new 
construction. There is clear evidence to 
visitors what is original and what is new due to 
their clear delineation ""The presence of the 
posts in the oval form underlies the solemnity 
of the place; such a layout would scarcely have 
been imaginable had it been a question of a 
new building '" ' 

By adapting a workshop space for a new use, 
booth/hansen and associates' grace place 
episcopal church serves as a precedence for 
the creation of sacred space within a 
seemingly contradictory space. 

influencing factors and application 

•single focus 
•delineation of structure versus inhll 
•simplicity of additions 
•syrTibolic use of natural light 
•respect for existing construction 

•focus the space to one major focal point 
•use rhythm of structure to build anticipation 
•clearly express structure separate from other 
elements of the design 
•maintain a purity of spaces and existing 
ctiaiacter of the space 
•focus the space to one major focal point 
-try to build from existing space as an 
inspiration rather than ignore it 
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facility 

The design/build of a chapel was chosen 
primarily based upon the needs of a family. 

Will and anne baker purchased a one acre lot 
in Indiana south estates in the fall 1993 that 
included a six bedroom, four bath house for the 
purpose of ministry. In addition to themselves, 
wills mom had come to live them and both of 
their college aged children had moved home. 
Their daughter brought her roommate home 
with her and through their church they had met 
three other girls in their hA/enties who needed a 
place to live. 

As big as the house was, everyone found it 
difficult to get a few minutes alone. Pressing 
was the need for a place of solitude and 
contemplation. One of the bedrooms was 
deemed a "guiet zone", a temporary fix. 

During this time the vision for the chapel was 
born and has grown until this time. It has been 
talked of and prayed for from the time the 
baker's took possession of the property. 

Over the past three years, granny has gone 
home to be with Jesus, three of the girls have 
married with the other two engaged. Two 
other girls have moved into the house and one 
high school senior has spent his last year at 
monterey high school with the bakers after his 
parents moved to florida. 

The chapel is seen as a tool for minis t \ 
Every thursday night, twenty to fifty college 
students gather in the baker's living room for 
an hour of praise and worship Summer 
weekends the property is crowded with 
students studying, swimming, havin(i 
devotionals, or playing volleyball. The property 
is also seen as a retreat for other families of 
the neighborhood. Anne and a small group of 
ladies from the neighborhood meet weekly t > 
share and pray for each others families. 

The family is the primary user of the chapel, 
but not the only ones. Students will frequently 
use the chapel and members of the 
neighborhood will be encouraged to use this 
facility. 

Being a student of architecture, the author was 
considered the m st qualified to design, build, 
and oversee the • • )nstrurtion of the chapel It 
has grown from a nice idea to a college thesis. 

"Unfortunately, the most imaginative people 
are not going in this direction (design / build) 
now. It's rare to find an architecture student 
who's highly int( iligent, really creative and 
motivated, who likes to build, who sees 
building as a way to do architecture..."' 

- Steve badanes 

Three years ago the author became famit^i 
with the work of steve badanes and a group (f 
architects known as the jersey devil. Their 
work is interesting to say the least, but the 
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I'"St altrac'.ive feature of their portfolio is the 
lajt that they not only design their projects, but 
M'.at (hey amstruct them: with their own hands. 

Jersey devil's approach to design is rather 
'triccnventional. but it has several advantages 
•3S v\ell "Their personal involvement in the 
'.jnstruction of their projects has resulted in 
aictiitecture that evolves much like a piece of 
sculpture or a new invention, where the creator 
(.cnstantly reviews, reconsiders, and adjusts to 
i-ieei new insights and circumstances" ^ 
Much of the west texas region's first buildings 
vere built hy men such as these. Named 
'arciiitect builders", they traveled through ttie 
ir.gion desi-^ninq and building all sorts of 
stniftiues from cliurches to courthouses. ̂  

l.'iir, i>'!Htioriship between the architect and 
,:i;nstruct!orr was officialiy severed in 1909 
when toe american institute of architects 
:orb3de arcliitects from engaging in building 
construction. •* The result is the loss of 
•.';iit'iu;in(j design by the architect as the 
'.uildirig is constructed. Crosbie says, "Tlie 
'-jbiicdlion ot buiit reality for the aichitect is net 
unlike eafing synthetic food or erigaging in 
telephone sex Meanv/hile, the ethics of 
atcititecls who choose to buiid their own 
d-9Signs a:0 suspect while otheis receive public 
acclaim for thetr unbuilt (if riot unbuildable) 
desiGiiC." ° 

When lersey devil first began to construct their 
own projects, none of them were experienced 

in construction as is evident by the ciudeness 
of some of their early projects, but as projects 
were completed, confidence was gained as 
well as refinement. This confidence is 
transferable to all aspects of life, not just 
building. 

I'd like to see more students know about 
design / build. I think that they'd be having 
more fun today." ^ This attitude of "form 
follows fun" influences every aspect of jersey 
devil's work. They aren't concerned with 
amenities and luxuries of life, but rather the 
enjoyment of life through their profession. 
They do not live for their arts sake, but rather 
use their architecture as a means to enhance 
their own lives 

The author once had the opportunity to visit 
with Steve badanes about how he got started 
and what it would take for someone to follow in 
his footsteps and enter the arena of design / 
build architecture. Badanes answer was 
calculated and direct "Don't let them say you 
can't build. Just build'" 

As previously discussed, the construction of 
the chapel was considered prior to the need for 
a thesis topic. The reality of the project 
demands that real issues be defined and 
addressed. One of the primary concerns of the 
family is the achievement of a sacred space. 

"In the place of the house of God comes now 
the house of prayer. Man no longer builds a 
holy place, but rather builds himself a place in 
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which he can pray to God in peace." ' The 
creation of a place to pray is preeminent. This 
is one of the most basic forms of fellowship 
and worship available to a believer. 

So then what is the appropriate form to 
facilitate prayer? In his book Sacred and 
Profane Beauty: The Holy in Art, gerardus van 
der leeuw raises this question. In response he 
states, "We are aware that we no longer want 
the ancient Christian form, which has God's 
presence as its focal point and the form of the 
cross as its plan. But we do not have the 
slightest idea what we would like in its place; 
indeed, the uncomfortable feeling is abroad 
that if we limit ourselves to building a church 
for sermons, we are no longer even dealing 
with a church, that, in fact, a theater shows 
more characteristic forms than places of 
edification which nothing differentiates from 
conference rooms." ® He goes on to say that 
the house of God is "not an auditorium" and 
explains that furniture should not be fixed with 
the exception of the communion table.' 

Van der leeuw continues by stating that in 
God's house, the thoughts of God must be 
evident, and if they are not, this aspect of 
design must be achieved above the beauty of 
the construction. An example of this condition 
that he sites is the sun temple of king 
ne-wsr-re in egypt. Upon approaching the 
temple, the visitor is allowed no views of the 
mass of the building. He is ushered through 
corridors until he reaches the main space of 
the temple with no glimpses of the impressive 

building Van der leeuw suggests that \ne 
rational behind these design decisions is such 
"We do not have to go far to find the reason: 
the artist was not concerned with visitors but 
with believers, not with men who came there 
to look at something beautiful, bm with the 
reverent who wanted to behold the (ice ( f 
God." '̂  

He does not offer many definitive clues as to 
how one can achieve sacred space. Actually 
he speaks more about what is not s-c rod 
space. However he does make suggestions 
about the proper construction and attitude of 
those who desire to create sacred space. 

The capacity for true greatness in an adistic 
achievement is in the artist, but not so muctt in 
him as in God moving through him. To allcnv 
someone to work through you, there must be a 
quality of humility. "For an artist is not an 
extraordinary man, a "genius," but an ordinary 
man who has so much humility that he 
understands his task. This role of the artist is 
represented most purely by the master builder 
Thus his art is also the most noble. The 
greatest humility achieves the most mighty 
result." '̂  Lord Jesus, let it be so. 

The acts of creation and service belong 
together. The greatest example of this was 
Jesus Christ himself. The gospel of John 
claims that "through him all things were made: 
without him nothing was made that has been 
made..." (John 1:3). '̂  Yet twelve chapters 
later we see him v.ashing his disciples feet, the 
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ultiiTiate symbolic task of a slave. Eventually 
tio would die on a high roman cross for our 
sins. Christ example of creator humbling 
himself to be a servant is unparalleled. 

As architects we have the opportunity and the 
responsibility to serve society Though not yet 
a professional architect, it is understood ttiat 
this is a part of an architect's professional oath. 
So there is a example consisting of the 
element of creation as well as sen/ice. 

.'an der leeuw says that the master builder 
must be God's humblest pupil. Quoting paul 
claudel. he states : 

"So It IS true that I bore God in me, since tie 
proceeds from me 
II has sutticed, so tie reflects timiselt witliin ttiis 
wall and in thtis gold 
It was enoiigti for him ttiat I should end my work, 
so that lie might begin 
And so it is so, II stands there now, ready to 
recpive you, tlie cathedral I created, unaware, like 
a rose in its innocence 
So It is true that something in me never lost the 
ra^vicity tor this Ineffable ctiildhocxi" '^ 

He continues bv explaining that the master 
l".iilder does not create "Christian art,' but 
lather discovers that God creates using the 
artist hand. For this phenomenon to occur, the 
irtist 'in fact, have(ing) ceased and God 

begun, the blueprint must have proceeded 
;:iur)nsciously from that well Imilf ritv whose 
iitisl and architect is God ' 

Although the approaches to living of van de 
leeuw and badanes are seemingly 
contradictory, a combination of their 
philosophies of design / build will guide this 
project. 

The design and construction of the chapel will 
consist of several phases The first is the 
design and master planning of the entire site. 
Schematic design for the facility as a whole will 
allow future planning for funds to finance 
construdion. Upon the approval of a 
preliminary design, the chapel and adjacent 
spaces will enter the construction document 
phase and then will be constructed. Time 
permitting, other structures or landscape 
elements may be constructed before the final 
presentation of this project. 

mission statement 
to create a built environment that facilitates 
multiple forms of worship 
fellowship of individuals / 
God 

\ * 
olley 

goals and objectives 
•encourage woiship and retreat 
•invite users to explore the facility 
•flexible design to allow variety of worship and 
retreat within the same spaces. 
•architectural enhancement of different worship 
activities 
•illustration of spiritual truths through the built 
environment 
•humble exterior expressions of use 
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activity analysis 

Two major activities will be accommodated in 
this design: worship and retreat. 

There are several activities that compose 
these two and often times an activity may be a 
part of both at the same time. Some of these 
activities are: 

prayer •kneeling 
•sitting 
•prostrate 

meditation/contemplation 

confession 

interaction 

resting 

reading 

•to God 
•with/to another 

•praying 
"talking 
•singing 

•napping 
•dozing 
•sleeping 

•bible study 
•casual reading 
•devotionals 

singing •accapella 
•instruments 
•corporate 
•individual 

family activities -prayer 
•meetings 
•vigils 

sunset/sunrise and star viewing 

maintaining grounds and facility 

using restroom/changing clothes 

recreating •volleyball 
•swimming pool 
•trampoline 
•cook outs 

arriving 

leaving 
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spatial analysis 

As activities overtap, spaces will often need to elements to be desiq'K-d and built 
facilitate more than one activity. They will be •chapel 
flexible to allow use by several individuals or -entry/exit 
small groups of people. -porch 

The scope of the project, as mentioned in the 
abstract, includes not only the design of the 
chapel, but its construction as well. The 
chapel and related spaces are the primary 
focus of the project and the site. These 
structures are included as a requirement of 
completion of the project. 

A master plan of the site and other 
structures/spaces that will facilitate worship 
and retreating is included in the scope of the 
project. These structures/ spaces are for 
future consideration and construction. 

elements to be de:-' med for future 
constuction 

•bathroom 
•changing rooms 
•storage-pool 
•storage-grounds 

•lawn 
•reflective pool/pon J 
•approach & bridge 
•observation tower 
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chapel 
related activities 

U of users to design for 

related spaces 

user needs 

400 s f 
•praying 
•meditating 
•confession 
•interaction 
•resting 
•reading 
•singing 
•family prayer 

•1 to 25 people 

•entry/exit 
•porch 

•use of natural light to 
heat and illuminate 
space 

entry/exit 
related activities 

# of users to design 

related spaces 

user needs 

100 s f 
•arriving 
•leaving 
•interaction 

for -1 to 10 people 

•chapel 
•porch 
•grounds 

•protection from wind 
and rain 
•feeling of anticipation 
•compressive to 
contrast chapel 
•forward focus 
•sense of arrival 

porch 
related activities 

# of users to design 

related spaces 

user needs 

'i.nc^ c Y 
OUU b t 

•praying 
•meditating 
•interaction 
•resting 
•reading 
•recreating 

for "1 to 10 people 

•entry.'exit 
•chapel 
•approach & bridge 
•reflective ()oul 

•protection from 
strong elemerrts i.e. 
sun. wind, moisture 

- - f ' 

•fenestration allowing 
cross ventilation 
•focal ()oints 
•ways to personalize 

•access to breezes 
•places to sit for 
extended 
periods of time 
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Winter ^on 
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bathroom 
related activities 

50 s.f. 
•personal hygiene 

# of users to design for •I to 3 people 

related spaces 

user needs 

•chapel 
•grounds 
•pool 
•volleyball court 
•changing rooms 

•privacy in the toilet 
room 
•ability to rinse off 
feet, legs, and hands 
•natural light 
•durable, easy to 
clean finishes 

changing rooms 75 s f. 
related activities -changing clothes 

# of users to design for -1 to 5 people 

related spaces 

user need 

•grounds 
•swimming pool 
•volleyball court 
-bathroom 

•visual privacy 
•durable, easy to 
clean finishes 
•natural light 
•provision for storing 
and hanging clothes 
•places to sit to 
change clothes 

storage - pool 
related activities 

100 s.f 
•maintaining facility 
•recreating 

# of users to design for •I to 2 people 

related spaces 

user needs 

•swimming pool 

•proximity to existing 
pump room 
•separate storage for 
pool amenities 
(floaties, bball goal, 
etc..) 
•storage of chemicals, 
pool cleaning 
eguipment 

noturol lighting 

toilet room 
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storage - grounds 300 s f 
related activi,ies •maintaining grounds 

and facility 
•potting plants 
•growing small plants 
•storing equipment 
•maintaining 
equipment 

a of ussis to design for •! to 5 people 

lawn 
related activities 

related soaces 

user needs 

•grounds 
•facility as a whole 

•proximity to driveway 
•access for motorized 
(wheeled) eguipment 
•storage of parts, 
seed, fertilizer, tools 
•natural light for a 
small greenhouse 
•bar height work 
surfaces 

# of users to design for 
related spaces 

user needs 

2000 S.f. 
•praying 
•meditating 
•interaction 
•resting 
•reading 
•sunset/sunrise 
viewing 
•1 to 100 people 
•chapel 
•facility as a whole 
•shady, breezy 
locations 
•turf to sit, lie on 
•visual privacy from 
surroundings 
•space large enough 
to play games 
•native landscaping 

souttiern sun 

reflective pool/pond 200 s f 
related activities •praying 

# of users to design for 
related spaces 

user needs 

•meditating 
•interaction 
•resting 
•reading 
•sunset/'suniise 
viewing 
•1 to 10 people 
•chapel 
•porcti 
•swimming pool 

•seating 
•focused views 

refeiciive pod 

possible pond bejrood • 

earth nr roci' berm 



^approacd-&l)rid§6 100 sf 
related activities -arriving 

"leaving 
•interaction 

# of users to design for -1 to 4 people 

observation tower 
related activities 

related spaces 

user needs 

•chapel 
•porch 
•grounds 
•main house 
•feeling of anticipation 
•preparation 
•use of rhythm in 
ground and overhead 
planes 

# of users to design for 
related spaces 

user needs 

50 s.f. 
-praying 
•meditating 
•interaction 
•resting 
•reading 
•sunset/sunhse 
viewing 
•star gazing 
•1 to4 people 
•grounds 
•neighboring 
structures 
•safe means of 
ascending tower 
•security of access 
•unobstructed views 
to east and west 
•safety rail 
•place to sit.lie 

observotion deck 
w/ solely rail 

enclosed ladder 

spatial summary 

elements to be designed and built 
•chapel 
•entry/exit 
•porch 

400 
100 
300 

800 

sf 
s.f 
sf 

sf 

elements to be designed for future 
construction 

•bathroom 
•changing rooms 
•storage-pool 
•storage-grounds 

•lawn 
•reflective pool/pond 
•approach & bridge 
•observation tower 

50 
150 
100 
30Q 

600 

2,000 
200 
100 
5Q. 

2,350 

3,750 

Sf 
sf. 
sf 
sf. 

sf 

s.f. 
s.f 
s.f. 
sf 

s.f. 
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case study number 3 

ruard veltman, ttiomas trettieway, and steve 
durden 
yancey chapel 
liale county, alabama 

Not satisfied with the prospects of hnishing his 
archrtectural education at auburn university 
with a "typical paper project", ruard veltman 
approached faculty members about the 
possibility of designing and building a project to 
complete his degree requirements. "Thomas 
thretheway and steve durden joined him and 
the three students eventually received approval 
for their proposal from the architecture faculty 
of Auburn University.' " 

As a part of their education at auburn, the 
three had participated in samuel mockbee's 
rural student for one academic quarter, 

ncated in greensL>oro, alabama. architect 
samuel mockbee of mockbee coker architects 
has created "his own traveling rehabilitation 
center, and his students, participants in the 
SCIKXJI'S five-year architectural program, are 
interns " "̂  

The students move to greensboro where they 
live and v/ork from an abandoned antebellum 
mansion donated by the local nursing home 
redneck Taliesin south" says mockbee '' 

Here they design and build low cost nousing 
However, the structures are far from 
economical when it cximes to design as 

evidenced by the studios' first completed work 
the bryant house (architectural record, march 
1996, page 74). 

Building from this experience veltman and his 
partners continued their compassionate 
designing and created a chapel for the 
community. Applying their knowledge of 
inexpensive materials, gained from the studio, 
they designed and constructed the structure for 
less than 10.000 dollars. The chapel is 
constructed of mostly reclaimed materials, 
used tires for walls, barn rafters for framing, 
creek stone for pavers, corrugated barn tin for 
shingles. The result is a civic space that is 
appropriate in character for the community 

influencing factors and application 

•reclamation and creative use of materials 
•entrepreneurial spirit 
•vernacular reinterpretations 
•contextual appropriate forms and aesthetic 

•use reclaimed materials as much as possible 
•attempt to accomplish something nor 
previously envisioned 
•push the boundaries of previous personal 
experience and endeavor 
•use language of surrounding region to create 
new spaces and structures in new expressions 
of function 
•creation of a public space for the community 
•sensitively integrate facility into the fabric of 
the neightxDrhood without imitating 
•keep the interior simple, stupid 
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case study number 4 

;nockbee coker architects 
magee church of christ 
magee, mississippi 

Simple in its treatments of form and materials, 
the magee church of Christ by mockbee coker 
architects displays the possibilities of 
reinterpreted vernacular architecture The 
elements of a conventional church are clearly 
expressed and identifiable. '- The plan and 
'.'levation are relatively simple and materials 
used are taken directly from the surrounding 
context. Why then does if produce a feeling of 
sacredness amid the banality of modern 
^.uburbia? 

Samuel mockbee, the project architect, 
manipulates our f.^miliarity of certain forms and 
materials to reduce the impact of his 
.ircfiitecture. His statement and craft is found 
in the complexity of his simplicity ' ' Rather 
th.in shuck a visrtor with a barrage of visual 
stimulus, he calctilates points of specific 
diversity and subtly brings them to the surface. 
Ihe effect is pleasant. One views the project 
and is at first comfortable with wtiat he sees. "1 
krxDw this material I have seen a roof like that 
before, but wait Why is ttiat wall sloping? 
Hey, the edge of tfie roof is at a diagonal. 
Even the tower is rotated Interesting. I like it 
It feels right." 

This hypothetical thought pattern indicates the 
subtly of mockbee"s use of vernacular forms 
and materials. His palette of materials and 
forms is not pre-defined, but rather defined by 
the context of the work. 

influencing factors and application 

•striking familiarity of forms 
•vernacular reinterpretations 
•attention to details 
•contextual appropriate forms and aesthetic 
•simple sacredness of space 
•symbolic use of light 

•use regional vernacular to determine new 
forms 
•borrow the "language" of the area and build 
forms from a familiar material palette 
•design structures in such a way that they are 
familiar at first 
•beyond first impressions, develop details, 
variations, and reinterpretations subtly and 
humbly 
•use language of surrounding region to create 
new spaces and structures in new expressions 
of function 
•sensitively integrate facility info the fabric of 
the neighborhood without imitating 
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Crosbie, p 13. Thought and Process (New York: Princeton 

Architectural Press, 1995). pp. 78-81. 

' ' Stein, p 74, 

'' Stein, p 74. 

6 Crosbie, p 24. 
19 Ryker, p 78. 

' Gerardus van der Leeuw ,Translated 
by David E Green, Sacred^^and Profane 
Beauty The Holy in Art (New York Holt, faci l i ty - i l lustrat ions 
Rhinehart and Winston. 19G3),p. 199. P ^0 elevation and entrance of chapel 

p 41 
8 .„ I oni btm left the approach 
' van der Leeuw ,p. 201. ^^ 

van der L oeuw ,p 208. 

'" van der Leeuw ,p. 203. 

top left looking in from below 
right looking out over the river bed 

photography credit: timothy hursley 

p. 42 west elevation 
'" van der Leeuw ,p 197. p. 43 

btm left steeple with baptistry skylight 
'^Kenneth Darker. General Editor, The t^P 'eft floor plan 

NIV Study BLl3le^..New_inMrir<lLQnai Version right inferior lighting 
i'uj Rapids. Michigan: Zondervan Bible 

Publishers. 1985). p. 1593. photography credit L. David Fox & 
•' van der Leeuw p 210 Ashley Sullivan 
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context overview 

As previously discussed, the baker's 
purchased their property in Indiana estates with 
the intention of using the house and grounds 
as a place of ministry. The spiritual context of 
the "lighthouse", as it is affectionately and 
prophetically called, includes incredible 
generosity and unfailing love. Although this 
may sound far fetched, it is absolutely the truth 
and is evident by one visit to the house. 

The subdivision is an island of houses upon a 
sea of cotton fields. Simply because of its 
remote location, it is a destination in its self. 
The area continues to grovv' as more families 
build new houses. The chapel will serv̂ e the 
entire community as well as the baker's and 
their guest. 

goals and objectives 

•design structures to maximize sun (use of & 
protection from), prevailing vvinds, and views of 
site 
•provide suitable aesthetic sensitive to context 
•relate new structures to biilt environment by 
use of similar materials 
•relate new structures to l-uilt environment by 
proper realtionship of scale 
•creation of a complementary landmark for the 
community 
•creation of a space ttirit will encourage 
community interest and use 

lubbock, texas 
location: northwestern texas 

south plains region 

elevation: general elevation of 3,250 feet 
above sea level 

soils: sandy clay loams consisting of 
limy clays, silts and sands of 
reddish hue 

climate: semi-arid, desert conditions to 
the west, humid climates to the 
south and southeast 

rainfall: recorded mean 1962-1991 
18.18" 
greatest rainfall may -sept, 
afternoon thunderstorms & hail 
variable precipitation 

snow. 

winds: 

October - may 
light and seldom remains 
more than 3 days 

high winds with thundei storms 
occasionally 25+mph for 
12+hrs 
gusts up to 60 mph 
widespread dust 
prevalent from southwest and 
north 

overall pleasant climate 
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site analysis 

Ttie harsh winds of the open plains will 
influence several design responses. During 
winter months, frigid blue northers" sweep tfie 
pioperty from the north chilling those who 
encounter them. Spring and summer months. 
gusty days are the norm where occasional gust 
of up to sixty m p h. are possible Year round. 
any of these winds could be laden with dust 
and debris from the surrounding fields. 
LubtXDckites are familiar with these conditions. 
Until lubL)ock grows far enough south to 
include indianna estates within the city limits, 
these harsh conditions will persist. 

Ihe chapel will contain no hvac equipment 
'[her than a portable space heater so design 

responsive to climate is important. 
Climatological phenomenon to consider inckide 
wind, sun, ram. and mild snow flumes with the 
..ind and sun being of primary concern. 
Landscaping will aid in protecting the building, 
but consideration for protection should be 
made through design until vegetation is 
mature 

The neightxDrhood consists of one acre parcels 
tuild by individual families Some tiouses and 
their out buildings spread to as many as three 
bts. These lots are the location of stables, 
corrals, vegetable / flower gardens and 
orchards Preserit are lots that either have not 
been d9vek3ped by their owners or have yet to 
sale Because of the size of the kDts, buikjings 

are spaced at great intervals from each other 
so spatial density is at a minimum The scale 
of the houses themselves vary It is possible 
to tell the date which they were built primarily 
by the style in which they were constructed. 
An archaeologist unearthing this neighborhood 
in the future would have a hard time 
distinguishing the main houses from ones 
located in lakeridge country club. The houses, 
for the most part, do not respond to the climate 
or region, but rather to stylistic trends. This 
neighborhood has no sense of community 
other than their common location The chapel 
can serve as a focal point of community pride. 

The physical site upon which the chapel will be 
built is a one acre parcel including a six 
bedroom, four bedroom house with a pool / 
Jacuzzi, a sand volleyball court, and a one car 
garage intended to be used as a shop This 
small structure will become ttie chapel. The lot 
is split into two major sections by a drainage 
trough that runs from the southeast to the 
norhtv;est Most of the development will occur 
to the north of this division. 

contextual issues 

•location of elements on site 
maxirrttze climatological phenonenon and views 

•aesthetics - image 
apjx^dljng image thai communicalBS use and purpose 

•scale - proportion 
sensitive relationship Io built environment 

•landmark - legibility 
foster community pnde, interset, and use 
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research study number 1 

dugout to deco; 
buildings in west texas, 1880-1930 
elizabeth skidmore sasser 

There are not many texts that laud the praises 
of architecture in west texas A few days ago i 
listened to the dean of this college on a radio 
talk show. The commentator expressed his 
dissatisfaction with lubtxick architecture by 
expressing his "humble opinion, it stinks!" 
When asked to comment, the dean replied with 
two examples of architecture that he felt were 
noteworthy, lubbock high school and the 
science spectrum The conversation ended 

The fact IS ttiat there are not many projects in 
lubbock that are considered architecture by 
(jlotjal standards. This is where elizabeth 
skidmore sasser s text becomes valuable. She 
I'terally chronicles architectural development of 
this region from "dugout to deco.' The early 
architecture of west texas consisted of the 
vernacular tradition. 'The term vernacular is 
in no sense derogatory; it describes buildings 
constructed by men without formal 
archrtectural training-'architecture without 
archrtects" to use a phrase coined by bemard 
rudofsky." ' 

A teinte.'protalion of vernacular 'orms for the 
form of the chapel is appropriate because of its 
context There are secorxJary buildings on 
nearly everv lot within fhe Indiana south 

estates. They vary in size and aesthetic, but 
they all serve some other purpose rather than 
a living space. "The buildings associated with 
vernacular architecture are first and foremost 
functional " 

Approaching the sub division from any 
direction, one encounters multiple building 
forms primarily used for agricultural functions, 
barns, sheds, garages, shops, etc. 

Following cues from samuel mockbee, (case 
study number 4) it is possible to infuse fhe new 
structure of the chapel with meaning by 
borrowing from the local vocabulary. The 
reinterpretation of the local vocabulary to a 
new function will allow the chapel to be readily 
accepted due fo its seeming familiarity. The 
building will also draw on historic examples of 
treating the harsh west texas climate 

influencing factors and application 

•historic quality of forms 
•response to harsh climate 
•creative use of available materials 
•simple approach to functional requirements 

•use regional vernacular to determine forms 
•txDrrow the "language" of the area and build 
forms from a familiar material palette 
•design structures in such a way that they are 
familiar at first 
•use language of surrounding region to aeate 
new spaces and structures in new expressions 
of function 
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researcli study number 2 

d(isign with climate: a bioclimatic 
approach fo architectural regionalism 
victor olgyay 

Ttie technical level of victor olgyay's text is 
overwhelming, but there are some applications 
of the information that he present's in his 
"design with climate" that are directly 
applicable to this project. 

Olgyay classifies buildings and their design by 
tlie region in which they are constructed. He 
breaks the united states into four basic 
regions A()plying 1991 climatological 
information, lubbock, texas falls somewhere 
beiween the regions that olgyay classifies as 
temperate and hot-arid. ^ Lubbock probably 
leans more toward fhe latter, but temperatures 
are not as tiot on the average as phoenix, 
anzona, the model city for this classification. 
Meither does lubl)ock fall into the same 
classification with new york city, olgyay's model 
city for tlie temperate zone. I herefore, some 
liberties will be taken in applying the 
information to this project. 

fiased on the information' provided in chapter 
seven, environment and building forms, the 
optimum form for a building of this region is a 
ratio of 1 1 1 to 1:1.1 6/* The building would be 
sited with the k r̂tger proportion perpendicular 
Io the course of the sun. This would result in 

an east/west orientation. This is the existing 
position of the building. 

Orientation of this perpendicular is also 
dictated by olgyay. He suggest that the 
optimum orientation of the perpendicular is 
17.5 degrees to 25 degrees east of south. ' 

Another application of olgyay's research is the 
positioning of fenestration. Through the use of 
air flow photographs, he shows the effect 
openings have on the flow of air through a 
structure. The optimum situation is to have 
equal openings opposing one another at equal 
heights within the wall. ^ 

These and other factors demonstrated by 
olgyay will be used to design the chapel to 
respond to the regional climate. 

influencing factors and application 

•regional qualities of buildings 
•proportion of structure related to economy 
•orientation of structure relative to region and 
sun's seasonal and daily paths 
•understanding how placement of fenestration 
effects ventilation within the structure 

•size and site building referring to olgyay 
•orient new structures at optimum angles 
•design fenestration to maximize natura 
ventilation 
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p ro pos a I 

Dr. Bilello, 
28 May 1996 

I have completed ttie program for the design / build 
project we tiave discussed on several occasions. In 
reply to you letter dated April 8. 1996, I wanted to 
respond to the issues you listed in that letter and 
see if we could reach a state that the project is 
officially approved by yourself and Dean Harms. I 
apologize that this letter is almost one month late 

I have included a copy of the program as well as 
copies of two previous tetters of correspondence. 
The first was my general memo to faculty who 
might be interested in the project. It contains my 
general intent and the scope of the project. This is 
supplemented by the program itself. Also included 
is a tentative schedule that outlines the design / 
build process. 

You raised a question about resources. The Baker 
family has committed $1,500 to the project with a 
possibility of $3,500. They are currently praying 
about this decision. Part of the thesis is the 
reclamation of materials and I have made several 
contacts that I will begin to pursue now that the 
program is complete. To date I have a tentative 
agreement to dismantle two farm buildings for their 
materials. Just this last week, a neighbor donated 
an estimated $4,000 to $6,000 of used Andersen 
patio doors and windows. 

volunteered materials and some labor How much 
he will be able to help depends on scheduling 

I work for SLS Partnership, Inc. and my boss has 
offered his professk>nal assistance in reviewing ttie 
project for structural integrity This will t>e in 
addition to my two faculty advisors Ben Shacklette 
and Steven Faulk. I have also spoken with Daryl 
Mann of Mann Architecture He is a design / 
builder of mostly residential construction He has 
offered his services as well 

Upon the issue of liability. I have spoken with the 
Bakers, and they are presently pursuing a 
temporary insurance policy to cover all workers and 
site occurrences through October 1 They will 
purchase coverage as their agent suggests 
Therefore, I release Texas Tech University and the 
College of Architecture from any liability concerned 
with the project. 

I know that the project is well on its way. but I woukj 
very much like to secure the documentation that 
officially includes the college's endorsement of my 
efforts. I am wary of any last minute surprises 
come December. 

Again, thank you for your open-mindedness 
and willingness to let me push the envetope a 
bit. 

Sincerely, 

My wife's uncle is a general contractor in Las 
Vegas, New Mexico and he has offered me full 
access to any tools that I may need. He has also Jonathan Card 



3.20.1996 

To Whom It May Concern 

In lieu oftmishing the requirement for a Bachelor's in Architecture with a "tvpical paper 
project"; 1 would like to propose the design and construction of a small worship and retreat 
chapel as an alternative 

fhe scope of the project uould include: 

1 Master planning of a one acre residential lot in Indiana Estates, four miles 
south of lAibbock. 

2 Design of a chapel adaptively reusing an existing one car garage 
including a preliminary design presentation and critique. This phase ot 
the project would be coordinated with the first summer session design 
studio. (Design 7/9) I have spoken with Professor Michael Peters, my 
programming professor, and he is supportive of my proposal pending 
approval by the faculty. Professors Steven Faulk and Ben Shacklette have 
agreed to serve as advisors this summer and through the construction 
phase upon acceptance of the proposal. 

3. Location and demolition of existing structures for materials for the 
project. (Two such buildings have already been located ) 

4. Recruitment of additional volunteer labor. 
5. Proiect supervision and constaiction administration 
6. Continuing design of the chapel and grounds on site including 

consultations with faculty advisors on a periodic basis. 
7. Documentation of the finished project and presentation with the 

graduating class of December 1996. 

The details of this alternative will have to be agreed upon by the proper faculty members 
and myself in order that the full requirements of the degree program are met. I strongly feel that 
this proiect is an excellent opportunity to showcase the education 1 have received during my time 
at Texas Tech I'niversity. It also has the possibility of bringing positive recognition to the 
College of .Architecture and the education provided here. 

Thank vou for your considering my request. If I can answer any questions or provide 
fiirther infonnation concerning this proposal, please feel free to contact me at work (794-4726) or 
at home (788-1287). 

Sincerely. 

Jonathan Card 



MEMORANDUM 

TO JONATHAN CARD 

FROM JOSEPH BH^ELLO, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 

COORDINATOR OF THE PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS 

DATE APRIL 8, 1996 

SUBJ THESIS PROPOSAL 

CC MARTIN HARMS, DEAN 
JIM WHITE, ASSOCIATE DEAN 

You are conditionally approved to proceed with your proposed design-build thesis per our 
earlier conversations together and with Jim White, Associate Dean. In those 
conversations, I advised you to submit a complete proposal documenting your intent, 
schedule, resources, and how you will handle the issue of liability insurance for the 
construction of the project. Though we are very enthusiastic about your endeavor, there 
must be no confusion, the College will bear no liability for any job related injunes for 
anyone on your site. You must state in a signed letter that you understand, agree, and 
provide evidence that you have tliis coverage or are prepai'ed to absorb any construction 
injury costs yourself. 

Although this letter may seem blunt, v/e wish you the best of luck. It sounds like the 
project has great promise in which I have a significant interest. 



p r o p o s a l 

•may 3,1996 continue design of chapel as 
outlined in program 

y begin search for sponsorship through 
field related professionals 

•J continue search for buildings to be 
demolished and materials to be 
reclaimed 

y integrate located materials and 
donated labor into the design 

" lune 3,1996 continue design of chapel as 
outlined m program under the supervision of 
professor michael peters 

J design process will continue in the 
studio setting 

si refinement of design through daily 
studb critiques 

s/ design and draft project in autocad to 
easily convert drawings into a 
coristruction set 

si 36 hours of studio design 

• june 21,1996preliminary reviev-'/critique by 
prof, peters and faculty advisors 

\l based on cntigue, modify design as 
specified 

y finish working set of drawings 

•July 1,1996 begin construction of chajiel 

y continue to design during construction 

s/ weekly meetings scheduled with prof, 
peters and advisors to monitor 
progress of chapel 

•September 15,1996 to October 1,1996 
complete construction of chapel 

•mid-december presentation of project m 
with the graduating class of fall 199G 

y appropriate drawing to communicate 
project 

</ slides, photographs, and/or video 
presentation of completed project 



p r o p o s a l sacred space by regeneration: 
the design/build of a chapel 

by 
J o n a t h a n r. c a r d 

a t h e s i s in a r c h i t e c t u r e 

submitted to the architecture faculty of the 
college of architecture of 
texas tech university in 
partial fullfillment for the degree of: 

b a c h e l o r of a r c h i t e c t u r e 

programming instructor (arch 4395): 
professor michael peters 

accepted 

director of the professional program 

dean, college of architecture 
december 1996 
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documentation ° T r ^ 'llH^ ^'' *">!̂  ̂ T'""iJ"l! 
end. It IS ttie students responsibtlity to obtain ttie edu-

Well here it is, and now the question is 'Will anyone ^ ^ ^e/she wants, not the professors' However, I 
cane?" I hope so My intention is that once the chapel g ^ j^^^^f^^ ^ professors who have encouraged and 
is completed, I will indude an in depth record of the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^̂ j ^^^^^ ^ ^ 3 , ^ gnd not just '̂ le 
process that we went through to build the thing In the -^^^^ ^^ academia. I thank them for helprng me 
meantime, here is a brief timeline of how we got where ^^^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^ architecture school I hope that 
^^ ^"^ future students will be motivated by what they see here 

and will reach tjeyond what was accomplished tiere 
spring 96: started programming fiar 'sacred space'. 
april: decided to attempt to build thesis. ^, ^ ^^^ presentation, questions were asked and 
may: schematic design. addressed conceming lessons learned and advice that 
June: synthesis review and construction begins , ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ g^^^p^ ^ ^^^ 
august complications arise with neighbors over build their thesis Here goes 

deed restrictions, constnjction is halted. 
October neghborhood meeting is called and desgn .,^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^ g^^^^ ̂ ^^^ , j ^ ^ , ^^. ^S) 

IS presented to twenty neghbors and of^ 5^^ ^ . ^^ ^ . ^ ^eam matenals 

l i . ' ^ .? !^^ '^TI'^^ !!, and how they go together Whatever the scate of your 
reached, tower vvjH be tmncated and metal ^ ^.,| ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ 
roof IS replaced with composition shingles. . 

3DDro3cn 
novemt)er construction is resumed. 
december-march 1997: progress is slow due to ^. , , .. ,,, ^^ . -^ a_ L ^ » 

„ .t: x-_̂  'Find funding We started with an extremety modest 
weather and tinnerestnctions. . . ^,^.rZ^^ u.»u- ^ r a. 

•I f • i 11 _i j t _ • • I * J budget ($1500), but this was a mapr part of my thesis 
apnl: roof is installed and framing is completed. ^ \ . , ..-.^ ,. ^ 
^ _ . . . . . . .. ^ investigation. In addition, I have a very strong personal 

^ " conviction that the Lord called me to constmd this 
project and that since He called me. He will provide 

iL. u. Lu. • _i 111 u- J. J t- u. Even if your convictions are not so strong, the premise 
I hope that this project will lay the qroundwor1< for others . ^ , ^ a ^ 
x i ^ T i j - n - i - u - - lu 1 J is the same, locate resources of its kind. Through this expenenoe I have learned an 

enormous amount that could never have tieen taught ., ,. . 
or acquired within the typical studio environment. *^^ P ° ^ ^ ^ ' en<x)urage students to vvorK rn teams 
Wrthin the academic setting that I am now teaving. Research frie wor1< of other desrgrVbuikJ projects^in 
there are few opportune for practical applcation of P^ îcu^ '̂ ^ ^ ^ of Samuel Mockbee and The Re-
what we are taught there. TTierefbre rt has become the "^*^ R"^' St^do at Aubum Unrversrty. Not to far mto 
sote responsibility of the student to find and make ^-e P^cess I weaned from beanng the burden akxie 

Architecture is a collat)orative process, and design 
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ideas improve with multipte partiapants That is a iously aw/aiting tfie second coming of Jesus Christ and 
reality tfint rs often mrssing in tfie academe setting I am ready to meet Him If by diarx» you don t know 

Him, Its easy to if you want AJI it takes is a simple 
•Loc -1*' • professionals and invofve them in tfie process desire to seek Hini and try to live fiow He wants you to. 
Build relationships with tfiem and team what tfiey do Its not foolish to give Him control of your Mie He 
and flow ttiey fit in Anotfier goal of mine vi/as to have a created you why wouldn t He know what is best for 
better understanding of hew architects fit in the process you Give Him control of your life You will find Him, 
of creating arrtirtp^ti ire They play a role altert a vital wtien you seek Him wrth your wfiote fieart If you have 
one. txjt tfiey are not tfie only ones Develop a team of missed the first tx)at out He is coming back. It is not 
peopte you can learn from and listen to tfiem too late. 

• Tfiink small in a big way Wfien you are designing 'f everything I have written, done and said hasn t 
your ttipsis, a two thousand square fioot txiilding is sficwn Jesus Christ to tie who He says He is then 
going t'> look like an ant next to your fnends 60,000 s f refuse Him If it has then embrace Him Plain and 
aguat)cs comptex wrth 4 level partying garage, but it will simple Enough preaching 
be a giant wtien it is framed and you have to start 
roofing rt or detailing the intenor Design a dean space Gloria Soft Deo, 
with a tew special challenges and detail the hed< out 
of it t">es»gn and constmd the ligfit fixtures and the 
door ptills etc 

•Lastty, realize ttiat this is not ttie sum of ycx-ir life's 
AOfk You are starting ncTw. not finishing Be proud of 
wfi.it you team from yair mistakes and don't apologize 
for tfiem, but do team 

Prayerfuify, yoti have enjoyed what I have tried to pirt 
togettier over ttie last 15+ months I am tired but 
fiopefut that aH that tfie Lord has had for me to aooom-
plish dunng this season tias been accomplished I can 
IxxiestK say ttiat I fiave never given anymore of myself 
11 an archrtectural pursuit than I have to this chapel 
The chapel shoufcJ stand fî r a good tv^^nty years or so 
Ttie address is 3520 150tti Street Come check it out 
In all prob9t)*ty I wont be there in 2017 I am anx-

l o n a l h a n r. card 
may 6, 1997 
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aostract 
hesis statement 

t is possible to create sacred space through the application o 
'ernacular architecture and light by treating adaptive reuse as ar 
illegory to the biblical concept of regeneration. 

acility type 

M worship and retreat chapel for Indiana Estates, an outlying 
subdivision of Lubbock, is the vehicle of this investigation. The facility 
will foster multiple forms of worship for individuals/small groups of 
people and serve as a retreat for residents of the neighborhood/ 
Lubbock. 

context 

Four miles south of the Lubbock city limits on Indiana Avenue, Indiana 
Estates is a growing development of modest homes situated on 
one,two, and three acre lots. Surrounded by West Texas cotton fields, 
It is a destination in itself, being an island of residences. Reminiscent 
of the spaces of the South Plains Region, structures are far apart and 
spatial density is minimum. In addition to the main house, most 
parcels contain at least one of two smaller buildings which service the 
property in the form of garages, sheds, greenhouses, barns, shops, 
etceteras. 

project scope 

A design for the chapel began the project and it is cun-ently being constnjcted. 
Atypical for the requirements of the degree program, the project requires the 
management of people, resources, time, and money. 



noals 
to communicate by allegory the biblical concept of 
regeneration-a new beginning 
to create sacred space that fosters worship and 
retreat-a gatliering place 
to increase personal understanding of the 
relationship between architectural design and 
construction methods-a hands on approach 
to design 
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Sunday May 4,1997 
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